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Weather radio reception limited due to old 
equipment

 By Calily Bien and Lauren Kravets Published: May 16, 2016, 12:35 pm Updated: May
16, 2016, 6:36 pm 

Object 1

AUSTIN (KXAN) — If you depend on the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration 
weather radio for weather alerts, you might have noticed some issues with the signal over 
the past week. Right now, the NOAA radios are nearly useless in parts of Central Texas.

Bob Frost helps program the radios for people who live in Sun City, a retirement community 
in Georgetown. But Frost says they haven’t had a clear signal in months and people aren’t 
getting weather alerts.

“A number of our residents aren’t smart phone folks, and so they don’t have the ability to 
get alerts either through an App or the phone itself, so this [radio] is their lifeline,” explains 
Frost.

The National Weather Service says the transmitter in Westlake appears to be working, but 
the reception radius is down to only a few miles. The cable and antenna on the transmitter 
are more than 10 years old and are scheduled for a replacement. The National Weather 
Service hopes to get the repairs done by the end of May, but they say it all depends on the 
weather.
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“We already have it ready to be installed, however it’s the riggers, the people who go up the
tower to install the cable, to install the antenna, they have to arrange and schedule that 
work,” says Joe Arellano, Jr. Meteorologist In Charge for the National Weather Service in the 
Austin area. “It cannot just be done by anyone, it has to be licensed and people who know 
what they’re doing.”

Since only specially trained technicians can repair the tower, it sometimes takes weeks for 
the towers to be repaired.

The situation with the Westlake transmitter is similar to the incident in Llano a few years 
ago. In August 2014, lightning struck the NOAA weather radio transmitter in Llano County 
and knocked it out of service. The tower supplied emergency weather alerts for all the 
radios in Mason, Gillespie, Llano, Burnet and Blanco counties.

The National Weather Services advises if you live in Travis and surrounding counties, you 
should register your cell phone to receive community notification including severe weather 
warnings.
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